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ABSTRACT
This study tests the hypothesis that Russia’s economic sectors have different
sensitivity to tax burden. Econometric models are built to explore the relationship
between production in different sectors and the tax burden on these sectors.
We use employment growth, labour productivity growth and world oil prices
growth as control variables; to neutralize crisis effects we introduced a binary
dummy variable. A peculiar feature of our models is that we build a certain a
priori non-linear fiscal aggregate, which appears as one variable in an econometric
dependency and comprises one or two exogenous parameters. This enables us
to test the hypothesis about the non-linear impact of tax burden on production
and to avoid the multicollinearity problem. The parameter of the non-linear fiscal
aggregate can take different values as we build the econometric dependency, which
means that we can conduct a lot of computational experiments to choose the most
adequate model. The econometric models use statistical data of Rosstat and the
Federal Tax Service of Russia for the period of 1996–2019 for the whole economy
and for the period of 2006–2019 for specific sectors. For this study we have chosen
the manufacturing and extractive industries, manufacture of coke and refined
petroleum products, chemical industry and electrical engineering. To gain a bigger
picture, we have also considered the public service sector – education and health
care. Model calculations have shown that the main indicator reflecting the sectors’
sensitivity to tax regulation is the width of the corridor of permissible values of the
tax burden in the parabolic dependency (permissible in the meaning that such tax
burden provides a positive production growth in the sector): ∆q = q00 – q0. The lower
is ∆q, the more sensitive is this sector to any tax increase. The use of additional
indicators – q (effective tax burden), q* (optimal tax burden) and l* (potential
production growth if the tax burden is optimal) – has shown that the more
technologically advanced is the sector, the more sensitive it is to the tax burden.
Moreover, the more technologically advanced is the sector and the more sensitive it
is to fiscal regulation, the faster its development can be, provided that the tax rates
are optimal. Thus, a possible solution is to apply a differentiated taxation system
for economic sectors. All developed countries apply progressive personal income
tax scales, which shows awareness of the differences in income groups’ sensitivity
to taxes. Theoretically, nothing could be said against applying a similar principle
to economic sectors with different levels of technological intensity and innovation
and with a different sensitivity to tax burden. A differentiated tax system can be
applied for economic sectors if certain conditions are met and specific procedures
are established and followed.
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Оценка чувствительности отраслей промышленности России
к налоговой нагрузке
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АННОТАЦИЯ
В статье проверяется гипотеза, согласно которой чувствительность разных отраслей российской экономики к налоговой нагрузке неодинакова. В этих целях
были построены эконометрические модели, в которых темпы роста отраслевого
производства объясняются уровнем отраслевой налоговой нагрузки. В качестве
контрольных переменных использовались темпы роста занятых, производительности труда и мировых цен на нефть; для нивелирования кризисных эффектов вводилась бинарная фиктивная переменная. Своеобразие конструируемых моделей состоит в построении некоей априорной нелинейной налоговой
конструкции, которая в эконометрической зависимости выступает в качестве
одной переменной и содержит один или два экзогенных параметра. Это позволяет, прежде всего, проверить гипотезу о нелинейном характере влияния налоговой нагрузки на динамику производства и избавиться от проблемы мультиколлинеарности переменных. Величина параметра нелинейной налоговой
конструкции варьируется в ходе построения эконометрической зависимости,
что позволяет проводить множество вычислительных экспериментов для выбора наиболее адекватной модели. Эконометрические модели базируются на статистических данных Росстата и Федеральной налоговой службы России за период 1996–2019 гг. для всей российской экономики и за период 2006–2019 гг. для
отдельных отраслей. В качестве экономических секторов изучались обрабатывающая и добывающая промышленность, производство кокса и нефтепродуктов, химическая промышленность и электроника; для сравнения были также
рассмотрены такие отрасли бюджетного сектора услуг, как образование и здравоохранение. Модельные расчеты показали, что главным показателем чувствительности отраслей к налоговому регулированию выступает ширина коридора
эффективных значений налогового бремени параболической зависимости, при
которых обеспечивается положительный рост производства: ∆q = q00 – q0; чем
меньше величина ∆q, тем чувствительнее отрасль к любому повышению налогов. Использование дополнительных индикаторов q (фактическая налоговая
нагрузка), q* (оптимальная налоговая нагрузка) и I* (потенциальный темп роста
производства при оптимальном налогообложении) позволило сделать ряд содержательных выводов. В частности, была установлена важная закономерность:
чем выше уровень технологичности отрасли, тем выше ее чувствительность к
налоговой нагрузке. Другая, не менее важная, закономерность состоит в том,
что чем выше технологический уровень отрасли и ее чувствительность к налоговому регулированию, тем более динамичной может быть ее развитие при
оптимальном налогообложении. Полученные результаты подводят к идее построения дифференцированной по отраслям системы налогообложения. Если
во всех развитых странах действует прогрессивная шкала подоходного налога,
основанная на понимании разной чувствительности разных доходных групп
населения к фискальным изъятиям, то теоретически нет причин против введения аналогичного принципа для отраслей, имеющих несопоставимый технологический уровень и разную уязвимость относительно налогов. Рассмотрены
условия и процедуры, позволяющие использовать в ограниченных масштабах
дифференцированную систему налогообложения для отраслей.
КЛЮЧЕВЫЕ СЛОВА
налоговая нагрузка, экономический рост, кривая Лаффера, отраслевой анализ
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posite effects: on the one hand, they can
stimulate economic activity by increasing
state revenue and investment and, on the
other, taxes can have an adverse impact on
economic activity if the tax burden proves
to be excessive.
Originally, the idea that there is a certain level of tax rates beyond which taxes
will stifle economic growth instead of
spurring it appeared in the US. This idea
belonged to Arthur Laffer, who proposed
his famous ‘Laffer curve’. This term was
coined by Laffer’s friend American economist and journalist Jude Wanniski. In his
article Wanniski told the story of a fabled
restaurant dinner where Laffer drew the
dependency of tax revenue and tax rate
on a napkin [5]. Laffer himself later elaborated this theory in a series of works [6–8].
Laffer’s concept was widely discussed
in research literature. Canto et al. [9] were
among the first who used the Laffer curve
to calculate the tax rate that would maximize tax revenue. Afterwards, this methodology was often used to estimate the
impact of tax burden on tax revenue and
economic growth. There were also studies that tested its applicability in other
areas, for instance, in relation to countries’ debt [10] or in the conditions of postCommunist transformations of economy
[11]. |Stuart used the Laffer curve to calculate that the optimal marginal tax rate
on labour income for the ‘representative’
Swede was at the level of 70%. In reality,
the effective marginal tax rate grew from
50% in 1959 to 80% in the early 1980s,
which explains up to 75% of the decline in
the growth rate of the Swedish GNP [12].
The average effective tax rate, maximizing the volume of output, for Sweden in
1979 was computed to be 54–62% of total
national income [13]. In the Netherlands,
the marginal income tax rate was 70% in
1985 while its actual value was nearing the
limits and was at the level of 67% [14].
The optimal marginal tax rate, maximizing tax revenue, for twelve OECD
countries in 1996 varied between 53 and
60% of GDP [15]. For the US, Strulik and
Trimborn [16] found a very flat Laffer
curve for all capital taxes and calculated
that total tax revenue could increase by

Introduction
The humanity is now going through
the post-industrial stage of technological development. The post-industrial
economy implies radical transformations
not only of manufacturing but also of extracting industries. In all likelihood, the
disparities between economic sectors regarding the degree of processing, automation and staff qualification levels will
continue to grow. Tax regulation tools
that are currently applied will be still
in use although it seems quite possible
that the degree of differentiation in this
sphere will also increase.
To predict the future of tax regulation,
it is necessary to consider how sensitive
are different sectors to the current level of
tax burden. Our main hypothesis is that
industries with higher degrees of processing and, consequently, higher levels of
technological intensity and complexity of
production are more sensitive to taxation.
Therefore, extractive industries, which
rely on exploitation of natural resources
and rental income, should be much less
susceptible to tax. Thus, the purpose of
this study is to model the relationship
between production in different sectors
of the Russian economy and taxation. To
this end, we are going to build econometric dependencies of production growth on
tax burden in the 2000s and 2010s.

Tax burden and production growth:
literature review
It is generally accepted that that potential economic growth of different
countries is to a significant extent determined by their financial resources
[1]. Since governments raise financial
resources through taxes, increasing tax
revenue contributes to the general prosperity of society and to economic growth.
However, the influence of taxes on
economic activity is far from being simple
or straightforward. Some studies show
that this influence is generally positive
[2; 3] while others demonstrate a negative
relationship between economic growth
and the increasing tax burden [4]. This is
no surprise since taxes can have two op159
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improve the methodology of calculating
effective tax rates [32].
The graphic visualization of the production and fiscal curves has been demonstrated to change depending on the
initial assumptions [33]; on such factors
as the shadow economy [34], people’s
preferences [35], mechanisms of resource
use to balance the budget [36], the macroeconomic situation in the country [37],
and tax ‘migration’ [38]; and on the choice
of a specific tax [39; 40]. Ananiashvili and
Papava propose an approach based on
Laffer-Keynesian synthesis, but so far this
idea has made little progress [29].
Even though there is a vast body of
research on the relationship between tax
burden and economic growth, it should
be noted that such estimates are usually rather general and do not take into
account the specifics of regions or economic sectors, which limits the practical
applicability of these results. Sensitivity
of sectors and regions to tax burden can
be affected by various factors and differ
severalfold. In recent years, among Russian economists, there has been a surge
of interest in the effects of tax burden,
especially regarding specific sectors of
economy and regions.
For example, Kakaulina calculated the
critical values of the optimal tax burden in
regions with different resource potential
[41]. In another study, she identified the
general quantitative patterns in the way
tax burden influences economic growth in
regions with different industrial profiles
and calculated the optimal tax burden for
these regions [42]. Her calculations have
shown that for Russian regions specializing in retail trade (e.g. Moscow region),
the values of the ‘area of fiscal controversies’ (difference between the values of
Laffer points of the first and second kind)
are considerably higher than for regions
specializing in agriculture (Krasnodar region), mining and metallurgy (Sverdlovsk
region), education and R&D (Novosibirsk
region): 22.1–34.9% against 15.6–21.2%,
17.5–20.5%, 18.9–22.6% respectively [42].
Other studies in this field revealed a
number of drawbacks of the Russian tax
regulation system and led the researchers

about 0.3–1.2% after abolishment of the tax
on capital gains. Laffer curves for the US,
the EU-14 and individual European countries have shown that tax burden does not
peak and can be increased in the US by
30% with labor taxes and 6% with capital
taxes. For the EU-14 these figures are 8%
and 1% respectively [17]. Tax burden in
China has not reached its optimal level so
far, which, according to Lin and Jia, is 40%
of GDP [18]. Analysis of the Ukrainian
economy in 1996–2011 has shown that the
optimum point for economic growth was
38.2% [19]. Similar calculations have been
carried out for the Russian economy in
1989–2000 and showed the optimal tax
burden at the level of 36.5% [20].
Some economists criticized the Laffer
theory for the lack of empirical evidence
to support it [21; 22]. In a general equilibrium model, some properties of the Laffer
curve do not necessarily hold [23]. Moreover, results of the Laffer curve may be
unreliable for the labor supply elasticity
[24]. Doubts were voiced about the very
existence of the optimal tax rate and the
possibility of calculating it [25].
Opposed to this skeptical view is the
view shared by many Russian, Ukrainian
and Georgian economists (Y. Ananiashvili, E. Balatsky, B. Bukach, V. Vishnevsky,
A. Gusev, M. Kakaulina, G. Loladze,
S. Londar, I. Mayburov, T. Merkulova,
S. Movshovich, V. Papava, A. Sokolovskaya, L. Sokolovsky, S. Chugunov and
others). They believe that the Laffer curve
can be a useful tool of analysis. Gusakov,
Zhak and Balatsky introduced the notion
of the Laffer points of the first and second
kind with the corresponding production
and fiscal curves [20; 26]. Such modification of the Laffer theory implies two levels
of analysis and two dependencies. This,
in turn, has led Mayburov and Sokolovskaya to propose the notions ‘area of fiscal
controversies’ and ‘additional tax trap’
[27]. Georgian and Ukrainian economists
have made a considerable contribution
to the methodology of computing Laffer
points [28; 29]; analysis of the impact of
tax burden on technology of production
and amount of resources used [30] and aggregate demand [31]. They also worked to
160
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the average tax burden and a fiscal curve,
which is the dependency of tax revenue
on the average tax burden multiplied by
the production output (taxable base). Although this approach has been productively applied in some studies, it has not
been widely used to date.
Balatsky and Ekimova attempted to
apply Laffer’s approach a bit differently
and built econometric dependencies of
production growth rates and the average
tax burden [46]. This is a dynamic dependency since the production growth rate
in perсentage points is in the left-hand
side of the equation and the tax burden
in percentage points is in the right-hand
side. In a traditional static dependency,
production growth in the left-hand side is
given in absolute cost values while in the
right-hand side, labour productivity is expressed in absolute natural values; capital,
in absolute cost values; and tax burden, in
relative values (percentage points). Although this approach holds some promise, in its original version it is not without
certain faults and is suitable only for a first
experiment in a series of such analytical
computations. The drawbacks that need
to be addressed are as follows.
First, no control variables were used
in models, which means that the dynamics
of production could not be considered
separately from the general trend. Second,
the authors used a quadratic dependency
on tax burden, which, strictly speaking,
is not correct since explanatory variables
should not be multicollinear while it was
initially known that in the resulting models they would be functionally (!) connected. Third, to evaluate the econometric
dependency, the intercept term was nullified, which shifted the estimates and lead
to less accurate and reliable results.
Our study seeks to remedy these
drawbacks. The peculiarity of the procedure we are going to apply is that we are
going to construct an explanatory variable
in the form of an a priori non-linear fiscal
aggregate with a predetermined parameter. After conducting a series of computational experiments, we expect to find
significant econometric dependencies by
increasing the value of the parameter in

to formulate recommendations on how
it can be improved. For example, it was
shown that the differences between the
Russian and international methods of calculating the tax burden for specific sectors
result in underestimation of the effective
tax burden in Russia [43]. Moreover, tax
burden is distributed unevenly across
sectors: it is higher in the manufacturing
sector, which means that it is necessary to
incentivize innovation in manufacturing
enterprises, for example, through differentiated corporate tax rates [44]. Kakaulina analyzes the tax burden for types of
economic activity in 2009–2017, measured
as the ratio of the sum of tax payments
(free of personal income tax) and social
security contributions to net value added
of enterpises involved in a certain type
of economic activity [45]. She also points
out the fact that the heaviest tax burden
is borne by extractive and manufacturing
industries and describes a general methodological approach to calculation of tax
burden that would ensure accuracy and
comparability of results [45].
Our article continues this line of research and seeks to improve the instruments that can be used to estimate economic sectors’ sensitivity to tax burden.

Methodology
To build econometric dependencies,
we are going to use a traditional method
based on revealing the connection between the volume of output generated by
industrial sectors and tax burden understood here as the share of total turnover
in an industry collected in different forms
of tax and constituting tax revenue to the
country’s consolidated budget. We use as
a point of departure the assumption that
the taxes paid by enterprises are of equal
status and, therefore, it does not matter
which specific tax rates rise or fall. What
matters is the amount of revenue that the
producer is left with after all the obligatory payments have been made.
As mentioned earlier, such analysis is
commonly referred to in research literature as ‘Laffer’s analysis’. This approach
usually implies that we need to build a
non-linear production curve dependent on
161
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characterizes tax burden borne by producers as a share of GDP.
In this section, we will consider the
period from 1996 to 2019. The statistical
input data were provided by the official
reports of Rosstat and the Federal Tax Service (FTS) (Table 1). For other models we
used the same sources of statistical data
but the period was different.
We use GDP growth rates (I) as an
output variable and employment growth
rates (J) as a control variable. With the
help of this variable, we can ‘neutralize’
the general trend of expanding/shrinking
economy and use the fiscal aggregate as
an instrument for adjustment of the regulation regime. As we mentioned above,
our intention is to build a certain a priori
non-linear fiscal aggregate, which is going
to serve as one variable in an econometric dependency. This will allow us to test
the hypothesis about the non-linear impact of tax burden on production. In relation to the Russian economy, this fiscal
aggregate takes the form of a quadratic

the fiscal aggregate. This procedure will
allow us, on the one hand, to avoid multicollinearity of explanatory values and, on
the other, to keep the initial assumption
that there is a non-linear relationship between production and tax burden.
Thus, through the resulting models
we will discover parabolic and quasiparabolic dependencies and will be able
to apply Laffer’s analysis to identify the
most significant – optimal and critical –
points of tax burden. These points can be
used as a kind of markers for tax regulation and prediction of industries’ responses to changes in their tax burden.

Fiscal profile of the Russian economy
as a whole
To shed light on the general situation in the Russian economy, we are
going to build a model of the dependency between GDP growth rates and
tax burden q = T / Y, where Y is GDP
in current prices and T is tax revenue in
current prices. In this case, parameter q

Input data for model (1) for the Russian economy as a whole
Years
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Index of physical
volume of GDP, %
96.4
101.4
94.7
106.4
110.0
105.1
104.7
107.3
107.2
106.4
108.2
108.5
105.2
92.2
104.5
104.3
104.0
101.8
100.7
98.0
100.2
101.8
102.5
101.3

Table 1

GDP in current Tax revenue in current Number of employed
prices, bln rbs
prices, bln rbs
persons, ths people
2007.8
473.0
62928.0
2342.5
594.1
60021.0
2629.6
564.6
58437.0
4823.2
1007.5
63082.0
7305.6
1707.6
65070.4
8943.6
2345.0
65122.9
10830.5
3136.8
66658.9
13208.2
3735.3
66339.4
17027.2
4942.1
67318.6
21609.8
4632.6
68339.0
26917.2
4482.5
69168.7
33247.5
5149.8
70770.3
41276.8
6098.5
71003.1
38807.2
4713.1
69410.5
46308.5
5876.7
69933.7
60114.0
7419.9
70856.6
68103.4
8653.8
71545.4
72985.7
8598.9
71391.5
79030.0
9631.6
71539.0
83087.4
10723.4
72323.6
85616.1
13287.4
72392.6
91843.2
16671.5
72142.0
104629.6
20521.7
72354.4
110046.1
22503.4
71764.5
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point corresponds to the economic growth
index I* = 105.4%. Thus, provided that the
tax system is perfectly adjusted, the yearly
GDP growth in Russia will be 5.4%.
Special attention should be given to
those two points of the tax burden where
GDP growth index is 100%, which corresponds to the simple reproduction
mode. We need fairly straightforward
calculations to show that this value can be
reached if the tax burden is q0 = 7.7% and
q00 = 69.2%. This is an optimistic result,
since the upper limit beyond which the
national economy will plunge into recession is quite far from the effective tax burden. We may even say that the value of the
upper limit q00 is unrealistic. Furthermore,
the effective tax burden is significantly below the optimum point q* = 38.5%, that is,
the Russian economy is on the rising arc of
the parabolic curve (Fig. 1).
Model (1) shows that the Russian
economy as a whole has low sensitivity
to tax burden while the current figures do
not give us any indication of excessive tax
burden on Russian enterprises. We are going to return to this paradoxical fact in the
final section of our paper.

function, which looks the following way:
W = (q – kq2), where k > 0 is the coefficient
that takes different values in the process
of building the econometric dependency. This approach enables us to conduct
many computational experiments with
different k values. The resulting model
based on the data shown in Table 1 looks
the following way:
I = −452.271 + 119.135 ln J +
( −3.168)

(3.849)

+ 0.440(q − 0.013q 2 ),

(1)

(1.751)

N = 24; R2 = 0.46;

GDP growth rates, %

DW = 1.88; E = 2.61%,
where N is the number of observations;
R2, the determination coefficient; DW, the
Durbin Watson statistic; E, the average
approximation average (in %); and t-statistics are given in parentheses for all regression coefficients. The resulting model
satisfies the main statistical tests and has
a high approximation accuracy; the fiscal
aggregate is significant at the level of 10%.
Thus, there is a parabolic dependency
between economic growth and tax burden, which confirms the classical hypothesis about the non-linear impact of taxes on
production activity.
If we take lnJ as the average value
in the whole observation period, then
lnJ = 4.61. Then, as the calculations
show, the optimum tax burden point is
q* = 38.5%; if lnJ is taken for each year,
then point q* will float in time, which is
why, for the sake of simplicity, we are
going to use average values. The optimum

Fiscal profile of the manufacturing
sector
As is often the case, the situation in
the economy as a whole can be quite different from the situation in individual sectors. Therefore, in the following sections
we are going to look at how different sectors respond to taxation tools.

120
105.4
100
80
60
40
20

–50

0

q 0 = 7.7
0

q* = 38.5
50

q 00= 69.2
100

150
Tax burden, %

Fig. 1. Geometrical interpretation of function (1) for the Russian economy as a whole
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lations. Function (2) is a quasi-parabolic
dependency with a maximum point,
which corresponds to I* = 107.1% with
tax burden q* = 5.7% (like before, we are
going to use the average value for the
whole period lnJ = 4.60). Thus, provided
that the tax system is perfectly adjusted,
the potential yearly production growth in
the manufacturing industry will be quite
substantial – over 7%.
For model (2), the critical points
where the production growth rate is 100%
take the following values: q0 = 3.5% and
q00 = 8.7% and we take into account the
growth phase (F = 0). The decline phase
(F = 1) is described by a similar curve,
though shifted slightly downwards. This
fact signifies that when the industry is in
the decline phase, it is less sensitive to tax
regulation. For instance, even when the
tax burden is optimal (5.7%), the production rate is only 93.0%, that is, tax regulation alone is unable to pull the industry
out of its slump and there is a need for
other factors and stimuli.
In its growth phase, the manufacturing industry demonstrates a higher sensitivity to tax burden, which can be explained by the fact that the effective tax
burden in the given period varied between
6.0 and 8.6%. This leads us to at least two
important conclusions: first, the Russian
manufacturing sector is on the descending branch of the non-linear production

First, let us concentrate on the manufacturing industry. Unlike the previous
case, this time the fiscal aggregate takes
the form of the following functional dependency: W = [q – k*ln(q)], where k > 0,
as before, is a varying coefficient. Like in
model (1), in equation (2), employment in
the sector is a control variable and there is
dummy variable F, which takes value F = 1
for 2009 and 2015 and F = 0 for the other
years. This dummy variable is also used as
a control variable to distinguish between
growth phases (F = 0 if I > 100%) and decline phases (F = 1 if I < 100%) in production. Variable I corresponds to turnover
growth in the manufacturing sector. We
should put particular emphasis on this fact
because in model (1) we used a ‘cleaned’
indicator of domestic production – GDP.
Moreover, we have an extremely short
time series (2006–2007), due to the lack of
data for other years because the web-site of
the FTS provides sector-specific information only starting from 2006. The resulting
model based on the data shown in Table 2
looks the following way:
I = −485.116 + 117.669 ln J −
( −2.627 )

(3.019)

− 14.070F − 12.065(q − 5.70),
( −5.071)

( −2.220)

N = 14; R2 = 0.79;

(2)

DW = 1.91; E = 2.04%.
Model (2) was found to be satisfactory and can be used for analytical calcu-

Input data for model (2) for the manufacturing industry
Years

Index of
production, %

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

108.4
110.5
100.5
84.8
110.6
108.0
105.1
100.5
103.2
98.7
102.6
102.5
102.6
101.3

Volume of shipped
goods in actual
prices, bln rbs
11185.4
13977.8
16864.0
14352.0
18872.0
22802.0
25111.0
27133.0
29661.0
35090.0
34967.0
38712.0
44600.0
45179.8

Table 2

Number of
Tax revenue in
Dummy
current prices, employed persons,
variable
bln rbs
ths people
676.3
11359.0
0
1 003,0
11368.0
0
1 065,7
11191.0
0
818.2
10401.0
1
1 127,4
10292.0
0
1 404,4
10281.0
0
1 687,6
10170.0
0
1 818,7
10065.0
0
2 098,1
9872.0
0
2 098,1
10295.0
1
2 855,6
10247.0
0
3 324,8
10173.0
0
3 470,5
10067.0
0
3 717,5
10286.4
0
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Fig. 2. Geometrical interpretation of function (2) for manufacturing
dependency (2) (q* = 5.7% < q = 6.0 – 8.6%)
(Fig. 2). Therefore, such tax regime slows
down the growth in the sector and even
at this moment impedes it from realizing
its production potential. Second, in some
years the effective tax burden came close
to the right critical point (q = 6.0 – 8.6% <
q00 = 8.7%). In this case, a more rigorous
tax regime for this sector may provoke a
slump in production. In other words, by
setting the tax burden at its current level,
fiscal policy-makers are walking a fine line
since tax regulation is now quite close to
triggering a full-blown recession.
Thus, our calculations have brought
to light an interesting asymmetry in the
manufacturing industry’s response to the
tax burden: in its growth phase, the sector
appears to be highly sensitive to taxation

while in the recession phase, the taxes lose
their stimulting effect.

Fiscal profile of the extractive industry
As it will be clear from our subsequent calculations, specific characteristics
of economic sectors determine the degree
of their sensitivity to tax burden. This is
particularly evident in the extractive industry. Like in the preceding model (2),
variable I reflects gross revenue growth in
the sector. We use employment growth as
a control variable and introduce dummy
variable F, which takes value F = 1 in 2008
and 2014, which were officially recognized
as recessive years, for other years the variable takes value F = 0.
Our computational experiments based
on the data from Table 3 have resulted in

Input data for model (3) for the extractive industry
Years

Index of
production, %

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

102.8
103.3
100.4
97.2
103.8
101.8
101.0
101.1
101.7
100.7
102.3
102.1
104.1
103.1

Table 3

Tax revenue
Number of
Volume of shipped
Dummy
goods in current in current prices, employed persons,
variable
prices, bln rbs
bln rbs
ths people
3720.9
1688.5
1043.0
0
4488.9
1613.8
1040.0
0
5272.0
2162.7
1044.0
1
5091.0
1377.0
1067.0
0
6227.0
1794.9
1057.0
0
8031.0
2623.1
1063.0
0
8950.0
3046.4
1080.0
0
9748.0
3141.4
1075.0
0
9691.0
3637.1
1064.0
1
11260.0
4194.1
1096.0
0
11730.0
3732.4
1119.0
0
13916.0
5018.7
1127.0
0
18194.0
7808.6
1142.0
0
18758.0
7489.2
1149.4
0
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In other words, the number of employees
in this industry depends on the level of oil
production. If the market conditions are
adverse, workers retain their jobs but turn
into a dead weight for their enterprises,
which is what signifies the negative value
of the coefficient in model (3) with the logarithm of the employment index. Apparently, the use of rotation shiftwork cannot fully resolve this issue. It is also possible that an increase in labour productivity
and modernization in the sector contribute to the paradox described above.
Second, for the extractive industry,
the width of the corridor of the tax burden
values, within which the industry does not
risk slipping into recession, far exceeds
the similar figure for the manufacturing
industry: 27.5–58.2% against 3.5–8.7%. In
other words, the areas of a relatively safe
variability of the tax burden for the extractive industry is 30.7 percentage points
while for the manufacturing industry it
is 5.2 percentage points, that is, we are
dealing with an almost 6 times difference.
Thus, the manufacturing industry’s sensitivity to tax regulation is considerably
higher than that of the extractive industry.
Third, the effective average yearly
tax burden on the extractive industry
was 36.3%, while the optimum tax point,
q* = 40.7%. The effective tax payments exceeded the optimum point only in 2006,
2008, 2014 and 2018. Therefore, most years
the extractive industry was on the rising arc of curve (3) and never closely approached the right critical boundary.
Fourth, there is a huge difference between the tax burden on the extractive

the following econometric dependency for
the extractive industry:
I = 334.645 − 76.383 ln J −
(2.339)

( −2.610 )

− 2.599 F − 1.088(q − 40.900 ln q ),

(3)
N = 14; R = 0.61; DW = 2.45;
LM1 = 1.24; KM2 = 1.35;
LM3 = 2.35; E = 0.80%.
In model (3), the results of the Durbin–
Watson (DW) test were inconclusive as
the DW statistic fell within an uncertainty
area, which is why we additionally used
the Breusch-Godfrey serial correlation LM
test. It showed that in model (3) there are no
first-, second- or third-order autocorrelations. Model (3) satisfies all the diagnostic
tests. Function (3) is completely the same
as function (2): it is a convex dependency
with the maximum point I* = 103.1% and
the optimal tax burden q* = 40.9% (as before, for simplicity we take the average of
InJ for the whole period: lnJ = 4.61) (Fig. 3).
For model (3), the critical points where the
production growth index is 100% for the
growth phase (F = 0) take the following
values: q0 = 27.5% and q00 = 58.2%.
If we compare the models for the
manufacturing and extractive industries,
we can see a whole range of differences
between them.
First, the factor of employment in the
extractive industry has a negative value,
which contradicts the classical premises
of production functions. This paradox
can be explained the following way: the
extractive industry’s performance is determined by global oil prices and oil demand rather than by its human capacity.
( −2.453)

( −2.708)

Production index, %
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Fig. 3. Geometrical interpretation of function (3) for the extractive industry
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cases, variable I demonstrates gross revenue growth and variable G, price growth
on the global oil market (prices are given
in dollars) (control variable). The result
of our computational experiments based
on the data from Table 4 is the following
econometric dependency, which is similar in structure to the two previous ones:

and manufacturing industries. While the
average tax burden of the former is 36.3%,
for the latter this figure is 6.9%, that is, the
difference can be up to 5.3 times. This may
seem strange but in fact it is quite natural
if we take into consideration the technological characteristics of each sector. The
fact is that the extractive industry uses raw
materials at a minimum extent and benefits from the natural resource rent while
intermediary consumption (raw materials, semi-finished goods, etc.) makes up
a considerable proportion of the prices in
the manufacturing industry. Moreover,
unlike the manufacturing industry, the extractive industry is dominated by natural
monopolies. Hence, the extractive industry occupies a privileged position, which
is why it can bear a heavier tax burden.
Our calculations have shown that applying the same tax policy in different sectors is not the optimal solution because
it does not take into consideration their
technological characteristics and market
positions.

I = 77.690 + 5.703 ln G −
(9.262)

(3.071)

− 2.632 (q − 2.950 ln q ),

(4)
N = 14; R2 = 0.54;
DW = 2.08; E = 2.43%.
Model (4) satisfies all the statistical tests. Function (4), like previous dependencies, is quasi-parabolic with a
maximum point that takes the value
I* = 104.7% with the optimal tax burden
q* = 2.9% (we take the average value of
lnG: lnG = 4.62). For model (4), the critical points where the productions growth
index is 100% take the following values:
q0 = 0.8% and q00 = 7.5% (Fig. 4).
Importantly, to build model (4), we
didn’t have to use a dummy variable,
which shows that this sector is relatively
recession-proof and that the role of the
control variable is played by the oil price
indices. The employment index of the sector was insignificant in all combinations.
Apparently, the sector is more dependent
on global oil prices than the size of the
workforce.
( −2.304)

Fiscal profile of manufacture
of coke and petroleum products
Let us now go back to manufacturing
and focus on such ‘intermediate’ sector
as manufacture of coke and petroleum
products. The methodology and statistical base remain the same. As in previous

Table 4
Input data for model (4) for manufacture of coke and petroleum products
Volume of shipped
Index of
Years production, goods in current prices,
bln rbs
%
2006
106.6
2002.0
2007
102.8
2277.0
2008
102.8
2984.0
2009
99.4
2662.0
2010
106.0
3522.0
2011
103.8
4554.0
2012
103.1
5219.0
2013
102.3
6031.0
2014
106.1
6848.0
2015
100.9
7043.0
2016
96.8
6818.2
2017
101.1
8203.0
2018
101.8
10397.4
2019
101.4
9497.2

Average annual Brent
crude oil price, in US
dollars per barrel
61.00
69.04
94.10
60.86
77.38
107.46
109.45
105.87
96.29
49.49
40.68
52.51
69.42
64.19
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Tax revenue
in current prices,
bln rbs
72.3
160.4
184.9
158.5
195.8
319.3
366.6
376.4
311.2
227.0
434.5
545.6
519.8
551.8
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Fig. 4. Geometrical interpretation of function (4) for manufacture of coke
and refined petroleum products
industry and, consequently, even more
sensitive to this type of regulation.

Our calculations show that the average tax burden throughout the whole
period was 5.7%, which is slightly above
the optimum point q* = 2.9%. Thus, the
sector was on the descending arc of the
non-linear dependency on tax burden.
At the same time the effective tax burden
never exceeded the right critical point
(q < q00 = 7.5%), although in 2011 and 2012
it came close to this point.
Thus, the situation in the sector is
quite similar to that of the whole extractive industry. The difference is only that
for the oil processing sector the optimum
point is much lower: q* = 2.9% against
q* = 5.7%. Therefore, manufacture of coke
and petroleum products is even more sensitive to taxation than the manufacturing

Fiscal profile of the chemical industry
Let us now look at the sector with
more extensive processing – the chemical
industry. The methodology and statistical
base remain the same. Variable I shows the
sector’s gross revenue growth and variable P, labour productivity growth (control
variable). Dummy variable F takes value
F = 1 for 2009 and 2014 and F = 0 for the
other years. The result of our computational experiments based on the data from
Table 5 is the following econometric dependency, which is quite similar in structure to the previous models but is a little
more complex for the control variable:

Input data for model (5) for the chemical industry
Volume of shipped
Index of
Years production, goods in current
prices, bln rbs
%
2006
104.7
754.0
2007
106.6
945.0
2008
95.4
1312.0
2009
94.6
1062.0
2010
110.6
1427.0
2011
109.5
1813.0
2012
104.1
1942.0
2013
105.4
1886.0
2014
100.1
2102.0
2015
106.3
2767.0
2016
105.3
2971.0
2017
106.3
3243.0
2018
103.5
3824.0
2019
106.1
3862.0

Table 5

Tax revenue
Number
Dummy
in current prices,
of employed
variable
bln rbs
persons, ths people
17.7
550.4
0
34.1
511.9
0
60.9
488.2
0
22.3
441.2
1
31.1
431.4
0
49.3
415.8
0
50.4
398.2
0
44.9
390.2
0
37.3
380.6
1
77.0
390.2
0
90.2
401.5
0
87.9
445.4
0
101.4
441.8
0
129.2
454.2
0
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rate of 103.1%. Thus, here we are dealing
with an interesting effect: modernization
in the industry should be thoughtfully
and carefully dosed, otherwise, its production growth will decline. The lack of data
prevents us from offering a more detailed
explanation to this phenomenon. We can
suppose, however, that the chemical industry is quite sensitive to any modernization
attempts, to which it may react by reducing
output. There is logic in this since any serious modernization implies that the enterprise will have to pause its production (or
a part of it) in order to change, modify or
re-engineer equipment and thus possibly
fall behind its production schedule.
In sum, to avoid reduced production
in the chemical industry, which is one
of the country’s most efficient sectors, a
carefully adjusted tax policy is necessary,
which also applies to technological innovation in the industry. All of the above
shows that there are natural limits to the
speed of the sector’s development.

I = 2461.798 − 6.008 F +
( 2.679 )

( −3.219)

+ 6.409( P − 101.500 ln P ) −
(2.561)

− 15.780(q − 2.600 ln q ),

(5)
N = 14; R2 = 0.80;
DW = 1.93; E = 1.59%.
Model (5) satisfied all the statistical
tests and is suitable for further analysis.
Like the previous models, dependency (5)
is quasi-parabolic with I* = 106.5% as the
maximum point, with the optimal tax burden q* = 2.6% (average value P = 105.8).
For model (5), the critical points, where
the production increase index is 100%,
take values q0 = 1.4% and q00 = 4.4% (Fig. 5).
Our analysis shows that for five years
the sector was on the left (rising) arc of
function (5) and for nine years, on the
right (downward) arc. In general, the average effective tax burden q = 2.8% was
below the optimum point q* = 2.6%.
What distinguishes the model built
for the chemical industry is that it has an
extremely narrow corridor of acceptable tax
burden values ∆q = q00 – q0, which is only
3.0 percentage points and is the record
low among the other sectors in question
(Table 7). This signifies that the chemical
industry is highly sensitive to fiscal regulation and, therefore, requires a specially
tailored approach.
Yet another peculiarity of model (5) is a
convex quasi-parabolic dependency of the
sector’s turnover growth on labour productivity growth. For the average tax burden in the whole period q = 2.8%, the optimal level of labour productivity growth
is 101.5%, with the production growth
( −3.433 )

Fiscal profile of electrical engineering
At the next stage of our analysis we are
going to consider the sector in the avantgarde of technological progress – electrical
engineering. The methodology and statistical base remain unchanged. Variable I
corresponds to gross revenue growth in
the sector and variable P, to labour productivity growth (control variable). This
time the fiscal aggregate includes a control variable: W = [lnP – (q – k*ln(q))]. The
result of our computational experiments
based on the data from Table 6 is the following model:

Production index, %
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Fig. 5. Geometrical interpretatation of function (5) for the chemical industry
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Input data for model (6) for electrical engineering
Years
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Table 6

Index of
Volume of shipped goods Tax revenue in current Number of employed
production, % in current prices, bln rbs
prices, bln rbs
persons, ths people
115.0
600.0
39.9
868.8
110.9
829.0
55.0
905.7
92.6
910.0
57.9
912.1
68.4
817.0
60.5
824.2
118.9
1132.0
76.4
759.6
111.9
1329.0
84.2
771.4
106.4
1462.0
99.3
762.9
99.0
1536.0
102.3
758.4
99.5
1716.0
121.8
749.4
92.1
2209.0
145.0
760.2
107.4
2369.0
199.1
695.3
99.9
2521.0
222.6
686.0
101.1
2677.0
232.7
662.4
105.3
2697.0
251.3
648.5

I = − 929.719 + 84.403[ln P − (q − 7.520 ln q )],
( −5.708)

(6.334)

q* = 7.5%, which leads us to the conclusion
that electrical engineering is the most sensitive sector of those we considered above.
The width of the fiscal corridor ∆q for this
sector even exceeds that of the chemical
industry (see Table 9). If the tax system is
perfectly adjusted, the potential growth in
this sector is the most impressive – 7.8%.

(6)

Production index, %

N = 14; R2 = 0.77; DW = 1.95; E = 4.73%.
Model (6) satisfies all the necessary
statistical tests and can be used for further
analysis. The function this model is based
on is quasi-parabolic with the maximum
point corresponding to value I* = 107.8%
with optimal tax burden q* = 7.5% (average value P = 104.3). For function (6) the
extreme tax points have the following values: q0 = 6.4% and q00 = 8.8% (Fig. 6).
Table 6 shows that for 10 years, production in the electrical enginering sector was on the left (rising) arc of function
(6) and in the last 4 years (2016–2019),
on the right (descending) arc. In general,
the average effective tax burden q = 7.3%
was slightly below the optimum point

Fiscal profile of education:
inversion in the public sector
In the Russian economy, public sectordominated industries prevail and this, in
its turn, may have a distorting effect on the
general macro-economic picture. Therefore, it makes sense to compare the results
we obtained in the previous sections with
the situation in other spheres, for example, education or health care. In fact, edu-
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Fig. 6. Geometrical interpretation of function (6) for electrical engineering
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was launched, the effective tax burden has
been on the right (rising) arc of function
(7). This means that a heavier tax burden
does not slow down growth but actually
stimulates it.
This paradox can be interpreted the
following way: when a state institution,
for example, a university, receives more
budgetary and extra-budgetary funds,
this inevitably leads to an increase in
the cost of its services, which, in its turn,
raises the amount of taxes paid. If a university’s revenue exceeds a certain minimal level provided by budget funding,
this will fuel tax revenue growth and result in a higher tax burden. Thus, it can
be concluded that the increasing cost of
universities’ services results in increasing tax burden. It can be said that there
is a reversal of cause and effect: it is not
tax burden that influences organizations’
activity but, vice versa, their growing activity creates a heavier tax burden. If we
take into consideration the fact that state
universities are non-profit organizations,
we can assume that their whole revenue
is distributed to cover the expenses and
pay taxes, which causes a faster growth
in tax revenue in the growth phase. In
any case, changes in the tax burden on
universities and schools do not influence
their activity, which is mostly determined
by the situation on the market.

cation can be considered a ‘typical representative’ of the whole sphere of public
services. The methodology and statistical
data are the same. Variable I corresponds
to the sectors’ gross revenue growth; variable J, employment growth (control
variable); and variable F is a dummy variable, which takes value F = 1 in 2009 and
F = 0 in the other years. The result of our
computational experiments based on the
data from Table 7 is the following model:
I = − 185.313 − 1.857 F +
( −1.908)

( −3.537)

+ 62.262 ln J + 0.686(q − 4.000 ln q )],
(2.947)

(2.153)

N = 14; R2 = 0.76;

(7)

DW = 1.85; E = 0.48%.
Model (7) satisfies all the necessary
statistical tests, the intercept term is significant at the level of 8.5%. Unlike the
previous models, dependency (7) is quasi-parabolic but has a minimum point,
which takes value I* = 100.7% with the
optimal tax burden q* = 4.0% (average
value lnJ = 4.60). For this function, the
extreme critical points where the output
growth index is 100% are economically
meaningless (Fig. 7). Even in case of the
most extreme tax burden, the sector will
not fall into recession but will instead
remain on an upward trend. In the last
four years, since 2016, when the Russian
government’s roadmap of tuition fee rise

Input data for model (7) for education
Years
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Production output
Physical
in current prices,
volume of
mln rbs
output, %
100.6
888177.0
101.2
1118839.0
100.0
1398968.0
98.6
1534347.0
98.2
1683393.0
99.1
1923722.0
98.9
2087897.0
100.1
2304468.0
101.1
2830134.4
101.5
2962626.7
100.1
3125656.0
101.8
3255618.7
101.5
3626391.8
100.5
3998835.8

Table 7

Number
Tax revenue in
Dummy
current prices,
of employed
variable
mln rbs
persons, ths people
16930.7
6009.0
0
23508,4
6016.0
0
32408.6
5980.0
0
36318.6
5979.0
1
41199.2
5902.0
0
33602.7
5789.0
0
51925.0
5697.0
0
56710.7
5570.0
0
60866.3
5520.0
0
68143.0
5574.0
0
225164.4
5552.0
0
305651.5
5525.0
0
342765.2
5456.0
0
369905.6
5412.4
0
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Fig. 7. Geometrical interpretation of function (7) for education
All the above-said points to the fact
that the sphere of education in Russia is
unresponsive to tax changes. A rise in the
tax burden in this sector neither affects
organizations’ activity nor makes them
increase their turnover to compensate for
tax payments. In general, the anomalous
form of function (7) signifies that budgetfunded organizations of the country’s
education sector resist standard tax regulation.

services. The procedure is the same as for
education. The notation remains the same:
F is a dummy variable that takes value
F = 1 in 2008 and 2016 and in the other
years, F = 0. The result of our computational experiments based on the data from
Table 8 is the following model, which is
quite similar to model (6) for electrical engineering:

Fiscal profile of the health care
and social services sector

(8)
N = 14; R2 = 0.63;
DW = 2.19; E = 0.33%.
Model (8) satisfies all the required statistical tests. What distinguishes this model is that the initial fiscal aggregate has a

I = 164.697 − 0.932 F −
(5.685)

(2.273)

− 13.711[0.035(q − 0.100q 2 ) + ln J ],
( −2.200)

For a better understanding of the role
that the public service sphere plays in the
Russian economy, we are going to consider another sector – health care and social

Input data for model (8) for health care and social services
Years
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Table 8

Number
Tax revenue
Physical volume Output in current
Dummy
in current prices,
of employed
of output, %
prices, mln rbs
variable
mln rbs
persons, ths people
101.4
1264123.0
14132.2
4574.0
0
101.3
1559219.0
19558.1
4644.0
0
100.0
1978578.0
25954.5
4666.0
1
100.5
2189465.0
25164.1
4717.0
0
100.6
2381500.0
30340.5
4621.0
0
101.1
2805642.0
27152.3
4604.0
0
101.7
3178082.0
34750.0
4573.0
0
100.8
3472310.0
42279.2
4523.0
0
102.0
3520527.5
43795.5
4496.0
0
100.6
3761153.7
46587.9
4529.0
0
99.2
3835217.8
183575.3
4606.0
1
100.8
4077663.8
244411.1
4450.0
0
100.3
4752729.7
293815.2
4404.0
0
100.4
5310359.2
324543.0
4395.2
0
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Fig. 8. Geometrical interpretation of function (8) for health care and social services
complex form and includes two varying
coefficients: W = [lnJ + k*(q – kq2)], where k
and k* are varying constants. Dependency
(8) is parabolic but is inverted, like function (7). Its maximum point is I* = 100.4%
with the optimal tax burden q* = 5.0%
(average lnJ = 4.60). For this function,
the extreme critical points are economically meaningless (Fig. 8). Like education,
health care is unlikely to plunge into recession due to increased tax burden. The
development of education and health care
share the same logic.
Thus, the initial hypothesis that
the public service sector will distort the
general picture was fully confirmed: in
Russia, there are sectors that are either
independent of the tax burden or their
dependence on the tax burden is anomalous, that is, it cannot be explained from
the economic perspective. Therefore, the
steady growth of the tax burden in education and health care in the given period
does not hold any threat: it is unlikely
that they would lapse into a period of
stagnation or even recession.

Preliminary conclusions:
integral fiscal profile of sectors

The above-described calculations
lead us to the conclusions systematized
in Table 9.
First, the main indicator that reflects
the sectors’ sensitivity to tax regulation
is the width of the corridor of acceptable
tax burden values (that is, the ones that
provide positive production growth):
∆q = q00 – q0. The lower is the value of ∆q,
the more sensitive is this or that sector to
tax increases. If this is not the case, the
degree of the sector’s resilience to the increasing tax burden is much higher.
Second, there is a simple but important connection: the more technologically
advanced is the sector, the more sensitive it is to tax burden. Table 9 shows that
the most vulnerable sector in this respect
is electrical engineering, followed by the
chemical industry and the manufacturing
sector in general, then comes manufacture
of coke and petroleum products, with the
least vulnerable sector being the extractive industry. It means that tax regulation

Fiscal profiles of the economic sectors

Table 9

q0, % q00, % ∆q, % q*, % q, % I*, %
Sector
Economy as a whole
7.7 69.2 61.5 38.5 19.0 105.4
Manufacturing
3.5
8.7
5.2
5.7
6.9 107.1
Extractive industry
27.5 58.2 30.7 40.9 36.3 103.1
Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products
0.8
7.5
6.7
2.9
5.7 104.7
Chemical industry
1.4
4.4
3.0
2.6
2.8 106.5
Electrical engineering
6.4
8.8
2.4
7.5
7.3 107.8
Education
–
–
–
4.0
4.1 100.7
Health care and social services
–
–
–
5.0
2.5 100.4
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of new and high-tech industries should be
approached with greater care. A possible
solution would be to apply lower tax rates
to hi-tech industries in comparison with
low-tech industries.
Third, there is another interesting pattern: the higher is the technological level
of a sector and the more sensitive it is to
tax regulation, the more potential it holds
in terms of development provided that the
fiscal policy is optimal. Table 9 shows that
the most impressive growth of production (l*) can be achieved in the electrical
engineering sector (7.8% a year) while the
potential of the extractive sector is much
lower (only 3.1%). To illustrate the potential of these sectors, it is enough to mention that the electrical engineering sector
can develop 2.5 times more intensively
than the extractive industry. This fact
should not be ignored by policy-makers.
Fourth, in the chemical and manufacturing industries as well as in the oil processing industry, the tax burden exceeds
the optimal level and any further rise of
the tax burden will be detrimental to the
development of these sectors. Recently, a
similar situation has been also characteristic of the electrical engineering sector. This
fact signifies the need for a certain revision
or adjustment of the current tax policy.
Our results for the whole economy
are worthy of special attention since its
sensitivity to tax burden is record-low. It
is enough to say that the whole Russian
economy is almost 26 times less sensitive
to tax tools than the electrical engineering
sector alone. While not claiming to provide an exhaustive explanation to this fact,
we think that the reasons for this strange
fact could be as follows.
First, in our calculations for the whole
economy we used GDP as an indicator
while for specific sectors, we used the
gross amount of revenue. On the macrolevel, these indicators differ approximately twofold. Therefore, if we switched from
value added to gross revenue, all the fiscal parameters of the Russian economy
would decrease approximately twofold:
q* = 19.3%; q0 = 3.8%; q00 = 34.6%; q = 9.5%;
∆q = 30.8%. As a result of such calibration
of estimates, the economy’s sensitivity to

tax burden turns out to be almost the same
as that of the extractive industry. These
rough estimates show that the scale of the
paradox described above is not as horrendous as it may initially seem.
Second, technologically, the Russian
economy is extremely heterogeneous and
comprises multiple industries, which vary
substantially in terms of their sensitivity
to tax regulation. Judging by the results of
our calculations, the aggregation of data
for all sectors of economy creates a picture
of the economy’s generally low sensitivity
to taxes. The extractive industry and public service sphere (health care, education,
etc.) contribute to this situation.
It is quite obvious that an increase in
fiscal sensitivity of the Russian economy
can be achieved through large-scale restructuring, for instance, by making the
country less resource-dependent and,
consequently, reducing the share of the
extractive industry. Moreover, state clinics and universities should become more
economically independent and turn into
for-profit institutions partially supported
from the public budget.

Discussion: sector-specific
differentiated tax burden
The above-described analytical tools
enabled us to reveal certain characteristics of development of industries and sectors in relation to their tax burden. Since
this is a pilot study, it is aimed primarily
at gaining a general understanding of the
situation and deals in particular with its
qualitative side, that is, the question of
whether the tax burden in certain sectors
is acceptable or excessive. The idea to apply differentiated tax rates depending on
the sectors is highly debatable. Even if we
assume that this approach is practically
realizable, it would require a variety of
conditions to be met. Let us consider some
of these conditions in more detail.
The first condition is the reliability of
model estimates, which means that the
initial input data for a specific industry
should be highly accurate. The more detailed this information will be, the better,
because this way it will allow us to avoid
the one-size-fits-all approach. For exam174
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the lack of long time series with comparable
and detailed statistical data
Fourth, modelling-based conclusions
should be used to draw qualitative conclusions. In other words, it is necessary
to estimate whether the effective tax burden exceeds the optimal or critical level or
not and if so, then to what extent. Only in
the case when calculations show that the
situation is serious, the decision should be
made to adjust the tax burden. Consensus regarding such adjustments should
be achieved through dialogue between
representatives of specific sectors and fiscal authorities (FTS).
Fifth, the average tax burden is a parameter that cannot be regulated directly.
To increase or reduce the tax burden,
adjustments should be made to specific tax
rates (VAT, corporate income tax, social security contributions and so on). Therefore,
it can be concluded that if model calculations point unambiguously towards the
need to reduce the tax burden, this should
be achieved in dialogue between industry experts and fiscal authorities. It is also
important to take into account the phase
in the life cycle of this or that sector which
determines the profitability of production
and the sector’s ability to withstand the tax
burden. Tax preferences should be adjusted depending on the phase the sector is in
at a certain moment.
Thus, the above-described method is
primarily intended for analytical and indicative purposes. Its practical applicability is quite limited and requires that the
above conditions should be met.

ple, even the above-discussed electrical
engineering sector is quite heterogeneous
and includes manufacturing of electrical
appliances as well as production of computers involving the use of nanotechnologies. Thus, the first key condition is correct
disaggregation of the production output
data for specific sectors.
Second, it is necessary to choose the
methodology of calculating the average
tax burden. In our study, we considered
only tax payments of industries although,
strictly speaking, we should be summing
absolutely all fiscal payments of their enterprises, including numerous payments
to extrabudgetary funds (social and medical). We believe that the tax burden on an
enterprise should be calculated to include
the personal income tax payments since,
all other things being equal, increased
personal income tax will lead employees
to put pressure on their employers calling
for a pay rise in order to compensate for
their losses caused by the tax increase. In
some cases, these losses are borne by employees and in some, they can be shifted
to the employer (at least partially). At the
same time, it would be desirable that the
sum of all fiscal payments in the sector
should correspond to gross value added
amount, that is, the costs of raw materials, different across the sectors, are not
taken into account. If we use value added
to calculate the tax burden, then in the
right part of the model there should be
value added growth indices rather than
the cost of goods sold. Thus, all variables
in the models should be carefully chosen
and their choice should be consistent. In
practice, however, this requirement is not
met due to the lack of the necessary statistical data.
Third, to make such model calculations practically applicable, it is necessary
to ensure that the econometric dependencies themselves should be as accurate as
possible. To this end we need, on the one
hand, long time series (over 20 years) and,
on the other, models should be tested for
stability. Moreover, it is advisable to exclude those models that only barely satisfy
the main statistical tests. Unfortunately,
even these conditions are not met due to

Conclusion
Our study has shown that the Russian
economy is extremely heterogeneous regarding responsiveness of its sectors to different tax regulation tools. The models we
built have shown that the current fiscal regime hinders the development in some sectors, which means that for these sectors the
tax burden from specifically chosen taxes
should be reduced. The most knowledgeintensive and technologically advanced
sectors are usually overburdened by taxes,
although this fact remains frequently neglected in state regulation practices.
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ting analogy in this case would be the progressive scale of the personal income tax,
which seems quite natural, since we are
well aware that different income groups
may be more or less sensitive to changing tax rates. There is no reason why a
similar principle should not be applied
to economic sectors which may be differ
significantly in terms of technological intensity and innovation or may be going
through different phases of development
and, as a result, respond to changes in
the tax burden differently. In any case,
however, such decisions should be taken
only after consensus has been reached between representatives of these economic
sectors and fiscal authorities.

The level of the tax burden in all the
sectors we considered is usually within
the range of effective values (q0; q00) and
does not exceed the permissible boundaries (except for certain years in some
sectors). Therefore, there is no need for a
thorough revision of the Russian tax system. What is required is a more delicate
adjustment of the tax regime to meet the
needs of specific sectors by taking into
account the level of technological innovation in these sectors. In its turn, such
adjustment implies the principle of differentiated tax rates across sectors. This
principle is now applied only to a limited
extent even within sectors and we believe
that it can be applied more widely. A fit-
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